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Abstract- Depression has become a serious problem in this current generation and the number of people affected by 

depression is increasing day by day. However, some of them manage to acknowledge that they are facing depression while 

some of them do not know it. On the other hand, the vast progress of social media is becoming their “diary” to share their 

state of mind. Several kinds of research had been conducted to detect depression through the user post on social media using 

machine learning algorithms. Through the data available on social media, the researcher can able to know whether the 

users are facing depression or not. Machine learning algorithm enables to classify the data into correct groups and identify 

the depressive and non-depressive data. The proposed research work aims to detect the depression of the user by their data, 

which is shared on social media. The Twitter data is then fed into two different types of classifiers, which are Naïve Bayes, 

SVM, Random Forest and KNN. The results will be compared based on the highest accuracy value to determine the best 

algorithm to detect depression. The results show both algorithms perform equally by proving same accuracy level. Finally 

select the best algorithm for deployment to build an application.  

 

Index Terms- Depression, Machine Learning, Sentimental Analysis 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     Social media and downheartedness can be linked in a variety of ways. Although social media sites can be useful, some people 

may experience depression that is exacerbated or caused by social media. The relationship between depression and social media 

can be influenced in the following ways. People's lives are frequently presented on social media in a carefully managed way that 

emphasizes the good parts of their lives while omitting the bad. This may cause people to socially compare their own lives to those 

that are portrayed on social media, thinking that their own lives are less desirable. Constantly evaluating oneself against others can 

lead to low self-esteem and unhappiness. Social media might make people afraid of missing out on activities, get-togethers, or 

experiences that other people seem to be enjoying. When a person is unwilling to engage in similar activities, their fear might cause 

anxiety and a sense of isolation. A person's mental health may suffer greatly if they are subjected to unfavourable remarks, 

cyberbullying, or internet abuse. Because of the anonymity and distance that social media provide, some people may feel 

empowered to act cruelly, which makes the victims feel depressed, unhappy, and alone. 

 

    When depression strikes younger children, it is more likely to take the form of absenteeism from school, separation anxiety, and 

parent-related anxiety. Teenagers with depression are often agitated, moody, and disruptive at school. Co-morbid anxiety, eating 

disorders, or drug misuse is also common in them. Older adults may experience depression more discreetly because they are less 

inclined to acknowledge to experiencing melancholy or grief, and because medical conditions that are more prevalent in this group 

of people either contribute to or are the cause of depression. 

 

   A person's daily life may be impacted by major mental health issues including anxiety and depression. Despite some overlaps in 

the illnesses' etiology, signs, and therapies, there are also significant distinctions between them. In contrast to depression, which 

typically involves a strong sense of grief and hopelessness, doctors define anxiety as excessive worry and fear. As opposed to 

sadness, which can cause numbness and withdrawal, anxiety is frequently characterized by a constant state of alertness. 

    

   The physical symptoms of both illnesses are also possible. For instance, a depressed person can suffer changes in their food or 

sleeping habits, whereas an anxious person might have chest pain or a feeling of unease. Although anxiety and depression share 

certain similarities, it is important to recognize the fundamental distinctions in order to guarantee the optimum management and 

treatment strategy. The fundamental parallels and discrepancies between anxiety and depression, including the signs, causes, and 

approaches to therapy, are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

   We can suffer a great deal from the symptoms of anxiety and despair. An sudden job loss, a rocky relationship, or financial 

difficulties are just a few of the unexpected pressures that can hit us at once. These demanding life events can snowball into 

something overpowering if they aren't addressed with, which can eventually be the root of both anxiety and depression, or both 

anxiety and depression. These mental illnesses can have a harmful effect on our physically as well as our attitudes and perspectives 

on life if left untreated. Mental health conditions including anxiety and depression increase a person's risk of suicide 20 times more 

than it does for the overall population. Furthermore, physical issues like high blood pressure, heart issues, and pain can be 

exacerbated by worry and sadness. 
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    Machine learning assists in the discovery of interesting patterns and knowledge based on dataset exploration. On the basis of 

publicly accessible Facebook data, previous academics have conducted analyses of depression. Based on the grammatical and 

emotional tone of the words used, the researchers conducted their study. 

 

II. RELATED PROJECTS  

      The Fidel Cacheda et al. investigated various machine learning (ML)-based algorithms for the primary recognition of MDDs 

dataset. They thoroughly analysed the dataset to determine how the subjects behaved based on the textual spreading, time gap, and 

temporal range of their compositions. They put out two distinct strategies based on singleton and dual machine learning. The 

concluding services two separate random forest (RF) classifiers, one to identify non-depressed people and another to detect 

depressed subjects uses random forest (RF) classifier with two threshold functions. Sharath Chandra et al. explained the rates of 

mental disease analysis have risen over the previous few eras, many cases still go undetected. Signs of mental illness can be seen 

on social media platforms like Twitter and Facebook as well as online forums, and automated technologies are getting better at 

spotting disorders like depression and other mental ailments. This application reviews previous studies that sought to use social 

media to predict mental illness. Selection surveys, the public posting of a identification on Twitter, or a user's involvement in an 

online forum have all been used to identify users who suffer from mental illnesses.  Ahmed Hosseini et al. research problems are 

intricate conditions, identifying mental illness via social media can be a challenging undertaking. With social media becoming a 

more and more important part of people's lives, this research field has begun to change in recent years. Because of the close 

connection that exists between social media users and the platforms they use, personal information about users can be reflected on 

them, but with certain restrictions. A wealth of data on a person's life is available to researchers in such a setting.  

     Akshi, Aditi et al.  find the main symptoms of this mixed anxiety-depressive condition include restlessness, disturbed sleep, and 

irregular mental processes. For the reasons stated above, we wish to select one of a few deep neural network designs that have been 

successfully applied to natural language processing applications as the most efficient architecture. An anxiety-related lexicon is 

created to identify the existence of anxiety markers. To look for abnormalities in posting behaviour, the time and frequency of 

tweets are examined. Opinion polarity analytics are also performed. Three classifiers (Multinomial Naive Bayes, Gradient Boosting, 

and Random Forest) are used to train the model, and ensemble voting classifiers are used to perform majority voting. The suggested 

model obtains a classification accuracy of 85.09% in preliminary results for tweets from the sampled 100 individuals. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

     The main objectives are to design system to predict the level or severity of depression using tweeter dataset of any person.  With 

the aid of machine learning algorithms, the proposed system aims to assist patients with this sickness in the early identification of 

depression's symptoms, which may be advantageous to both of them and their families. Determine a subject's likelihood of 

developing depression in the near future using information from their social media accounts. Discover the ML algorithm that offers 

the most accuracy. Find the best method for identifying depression in the test individuals. Recognize the amount of depression 

severity for a specific subject (prediction: Depression or not). Here, Created an application to identify upbeat and downbeat tweets. 

Figure1: Proposed Systems 

 
IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

     The purposed System Implementation developed to find severity & level depression on early stage using depression tweeter 

dataset. The implementation can classified into different modules of project and are listed as Data Collection, Data Preprocessing, 

Feature Selection / Extraction, Model Training and Testing, Machine Learning Model Deployment, Performance Evaluation, 

Comparison Study of The Model and some Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) on dataset. 
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1. Text from Twitter - In this project we have used the dataset as Text collected from users through Twitter as shown in 

figure 2. 

Figure 2: Tweeter Dataset 

 
2. Pre-processing of data – These techniques includes Tokenization, Lower casing, Stop words removal, Stemming and 

Lemmatization.  

 

Figure 3: Word Cloud Analysis: Depressed words 

 
 

3. Feature Extraction -Analyses the similarities between pieces of texts.  

 

4. Classification – Building a machine learning model with NLP – Support Vector Machine, Decision tree, Naïve Bayes 

Classifier, Random Forest and KNN. 

 

 

Figure 4: Model Accuracy 
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5. Predict Depression or not - Yields if the user is depressed or not. Here we created flask application to result as shown 

in figure 6 with the user input as a sentiment figure 5. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

     The experiment is carried on two different sentimental results i.e., first created queries (quiz), by answering the entire question 

and submit. The system has recognised that whether the person is depressed or not and severity level. Next, entering the direct 

text with user sentiment as shown in figure 5. Depression detection result shown in figure 6. Developed a flask web application, 

where we have number modules to be developed Login/Sign-up Module, Quiz based test, sentiment based test and remedies for 

the depressed one.  

 

Figure 5: User input with sentiments 

 
Figure 6: Prediction Result 

 

 
 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

    Finally, depression has gotten out of hand and is now a major issue that affects mental health. Moreover, the rapid development 

of social media has made it possible for users to save a wealth of information in their accounts. Twitter is a program that allows 

users to discuss their opinions and thoughts concisely and openly. Each tweet on Twitter is limited to 140 characters. The ability to 

collect and analyze the data supplied in each tweet makes it possible for researchers to do their work. Each tweet is given a sentiment 

score using the sentiment analysis technique, and then they are classified as positive, negative, or neutral tweets depending on their 

sentiment.  
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    An algorithm that uses machine learning to classify tweets into the appropriate groups is fed the labeled tweets. To determine 

how well the chosen machine learning algorithms, Naive Bayes and Random Forest, classified depressive and non-depressive 

tweets, they were applied to two different sizes of tweet datasets. On the 3000 tweet dataset, the KNN algorithm has a classification 

accuracy of 99.60%, while on the 1000 tweet dataset, it has a classification accuracy of 99.34%. The 3000 tweets dataset, however, 

shows a Nave Bayes result of 97.31%, and the 1000 tweets dataset, a Nave Bayes result of 92.34%. By providing the same level of 

accuracy in the experiment, Naive Bayes and KNN are both as effective. The project, however, is just capable of producing text. 

To forecast the sentimental tweets, an application was made in this. Targeting a certain person and their tweets at a specific moment 

to assess whether they are depressed can improve the work in subsequent iterations. 
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